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Abstract—Resistive RAM (ReRAM) cross-point memory technology is

one of the most promising candidates for future memory designs as
it offers small cell area, fast write latency, and excellent scalability.

However, it also suffers from more severe reliability issues than other

Non-volatile Memory (NVM) technologies. Due to the lack of access
device, ReRAM cells cannot be turned off completely and thus write

disturbance problem and hard errors can affect the memory array

reliability. Moreover, ReRAM cell suffers from temporal variation caused
by its stochastic nature, which results in the resistance change. In

this paper, pseudo-hard error caused by temporal variation is defined
for the first time as a unique type of error in ReRAM cross-point

structure. A comprehensive model is proposed to numerically evaluate

all kinds of reliability and variability issues including voltage drop,
read/write disturbance, spatial/temporal variations, and hard errors.

Detailed analysis are presented, and mitigation solutions including dual-

port write and test-and-flip strategy are proposed to shed light on reliable
ReRAM cross-point memory design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional memory technologies such as DRAM and SRAM

are increasingly constrained by fundamental technology limits [1].

Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies such as spin-

transfer-torque RAM (STT-RAM), phase-change RAM (PCRAM),

and resistive RAM (ReRAM) have been widely studied as potential

candidates to meet the demand of high capacity, low power consump-

tion, and low cost. Among all these NVM technologies, ReRAM

is one of the most attractive successors to the current memory due

to its unique characteristics, such as non-linearity, high resistance

ratio, excellent scalability, and fast write latency. It has been reported

that TaOx/T iO2 ReRAM can achieve 9μA SET current and 1μA

RESET current for a 40nm-size cell, with a resistance ratio of larger

than 100 and non-linearity of 100 [2]. Moreover, ReRAM can be

implemented in a cross-point structure without any access device

among all these memory technologies.

Although the ReRAM cross-point structure offers high density

and regularity, it also suffers from serious reliability problems. The

parasitic leakage paths in unselected cells and series resistance of

the interconnects [3] reduce the voltage bias on farther cells, making

it harder to switch those cells that are far from the voltage driver.

This voltage drop problem restricts the array size and thus eliminates

the high density of cross-point structure. Besides, due to the absence

of access transistor, the data stored in other ReRAM cells sharing

the same wordline or bitline with selected cells (i.e. “half-selected

cells”) may be affected by write operations, which refers to the

write disturbance problem [4]. Also, the hard error has much more

serious effect on cross-point structure since there is no isolation

between cells. A half-selected cell with hard error will impact the

entire wordline/bitline and thus seriously impact the read and write

operations. Moreover, it will continuously impact the ReRAM array

in every cycle after it first happens since it cannot be turned off

completely. To address these problems, a common method is to
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leverage a memory selection device such as diode and transistor in the

memory cell to turn off the cell [5], [6]. Although they reduce the s-

neak current effectively, the diode requires much higher programming

voltage (>4V) and suffers from endurance problem (only 104 cycles).

Therefore, implementing reliable cross-point ReRAM structure with

high energy-efficiency, small cell area, and low cost, remains to be a

problem.

The variability of ReRAM in the switching parameters is different

and much worse than that of STT-RAM and PCRAM because

ReRAM suffers from both spatial variation (from device to device)

and temporal variation (from cycle to cycle). The spatial variation

results from the process variation, which also occurs in other NVM

technologies. On the other hand, the temporal variation occurs in

a single device due to the stochastic nature of the conductive

filament formation or rupture [7]. The temporal variation impacts the

distribution of the voltage bias on each cell, which in return enlarges

the resistance difference between cells. This accumulating effect will

seriously worsen the reliability of ReRAM cross-point structure over

cycles. If the resistance in the on-state is too low or resistance in the

off-state is too high, the same programming voltage may not be able

to switch the ReRAM state, resulting in write failure. We shall define

this new type of error as pseudo-hard error, as it seems to be a hard

error but is also recoverable.

Most of current cross-point models either do not consider the reli-

ability issues at all or address only one of them, leading to inaccurate

results and even design failure. The importance of considering all

these reliability and variability issues lies in the following reasons: (1)

the stochastic nature of ReRAM device renders the traditional worst-

case design not always promising; (2) some unique issues caused

by the intrinsic nature of ReRAM introduce extra constraints on

memory design; (3) some of them work together to further worsen

the array reliability. Moreover, most models are based on very simple

assumptions which also lead to inaccuracy. For example, the voltage

biases on ReRAM cells in the array are actually different from each

other and thus the resistances of ReRAM cells are various rather than

just two resistance values (high resistance value and low resistance

value), which may affect the worst case voltage drop. Therefore a

complete model is essential for comprehensive analysis on all these

reliability and variability issues.

The major contributions of this paper include:

• We proposed a comprehensive ReRAM cross-point array model,

which is able to simulate all kinds of reliability and variability issues

including voltage drop, read/write disturbance, spatial/temporal vari-

ations, and hard error. We revealed the intrinsic switching mechanism

of the ReRAM cell and show how the reliability issues impact the

ReRAM cross-point array design.

• For the first time, we introduce pseudo-hard error, a unique type

of error in the ReRAM cell caused by temporal variation. We describe

how it is different from hard error and soft error, and investigate how

this novel type of error affects read/write operations in the ReRAM

cross-point structure.
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• We proposed pseudo-hard error detection method and potential

solutions to mitigate the reliability problems. Specifically, dual-port

write method is used to mitigate the worst-case voltage drop problem,

and test-and-flip strategy is proposed to reduce the probability of the

occurrence of worst-case.

II. BACKGROUND ON RERAM TECHNOLOGY

A typical ReRAM memory cell has a Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM)

structure and can be switched between high resistance state (HRS,

representing ‘0’) and low resistance state (LRS, representing ‘1’)

by applying an external voltage across the cell. Bipolar ReRAM

needs different voltage polarities for LRS-to-HRS switching (RESET

operation) and HRS-to-LRS switching (SET operation). Our work

is based on bipolar ReRAM technology as it is commonly used in

cross-point structure [8], [9].

A positive voltage is applied on the ReRAM cell in a SET process,

which leads to the formation of one or several conductive filaments

(CFs) made of oxygen vacancies between the top electrode and the

bottom electrode [10]. The ReRAM cell is switched to LRS once the

electrodes are connected by the CFs. In contrast, a negative voltage

is applied on the cell during a RESET process. The oxygen ions are

forced back to recombine with the oxygen vacancies, leading to the

rupture of CFs. The ReRAM is switched back to HRS when the CFs

are ruptured. The formation and rupture of CFs are related to both

amplitude and duration of the programming voltage. The growth rate

of the ruptured region length h is given by equation (1) [11]:

dh/dt = v0exp(−Ea/kT )sinh(ZqaE/2kT ) (1)

where Ea is the activation energy for ions migration, a represents the

average hopping distance, Z is the charge number, E is the average

electric field, which is computed using the following equation (2)

[11]:

E = V/[L+ (Ron/Roff − 1)h] (2)

The resistance is then calculated by equation (3) [11]:

R = Roff × h+Ron × (L− h) (3)

where Roff refers to the resistance per unit length of the partially

ruptured CFs region with a length of h, Ron refers to the resistance

per unit length of the remaining CF region with a length of L-

h, and L is the total thickness of oxides. Using equation (1), we

can numerically calculate the h change after a certain programming

condition is applied to a ReRAM cell, which means that we are able

to know how much the CF length changes after the programming

process.

III. MODELING OF RERAM MEMORY

A. Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic of an M by N cross-point array. The

ReRAM cell Ri,j is located at the cross-point of the ith wordline and

jth bitline. Rl refers to the resistance of the connecting wire between

two ReRAM cells. Rv is the input resistance of each voltage driver

on the wordline (VWL) and bitline (VBL), and Rs is the resistance

of sense amplifier (used in read operation). The voltage at cross-

point (i,j) is Vi,j,r for wordline layer and Vi,j,c for bitline layer, and

thus the voltage bias on each ReRAM device can be represented as

Vi,j,r-Vi,j,c. The current equations can be built for each cell based

on Kirchhoffs Current Law (KCL). Although most of the cells in the

array have similar structure, the cells at the edges of the array have

different resistance and voltage conditions.

Table I shows the parameters used in the model. Rsense is used to

sense the voltage difference (ΔV) during read operations. Although
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Fig. 1. Schematic of an M by N cross-point array.

the ReRAM resistance changes over cycles, it is restricted between the

maximum value (700kΩ) and the minimum value (10kΩ). Although

the programming voltage of ±2V is able to switch the resistance

state of a single cell, it has to be increased due to the voltage drop

problem and other reliability concerns, which will be discussed in

detail in Section IV.

TABLE I. DESIGN PARAMETERS

Metric Description Typical Value

Acell Cell Area 4F
2

Rl Wire Resistance 0.65Ω

Vwrite Programming Voltage ±2V

Vread Read Voltage 0.5V

Ron LRS Resistance 20kΩ

Roff HRS Resistance 500kΩ

Rsense Sensing Resistance 20kΩ

Rmin Minimum Resistance 10kΩ

Rmax Maximum Resistance 700kΩ

m,n Number of wordline/bitline 2∼512

B. ReRAM Cell Modeling

Most of current cross-point models consider the ReRAM device as

a bi-state linear resistance with two distinct values (high and low).

This simple assumption may lead to inaccuracy and even design

failure in large-size array. As shown in section II, the resistance is

actually changing over cycles with different programming voltages.

Although the voltage bias on half-selected cells is not enough to

switch the resistance state, it causes obvious change of CF length

and thus results in resistance shift, which refers to write disturbance

problem.

In our model, the ReRAM device is modeled as a variable resis-

tance based on equation (1)-(3). Different programming conditions

impact the formation and rupture process of CF and thus impact the

resistance of a ReRAM cell. The cell resistance is now a function

of voltage amplitude and duration. We can therefore numerically

simulate the resistance shift caused by reliability and variability

issues.

The write voltage duration is fixed as 100ns in the experiment so

that a write failure can be determined if the resistance state of any

cell is not switched under the programming voltage amplitude. The

minimum required voltage refers to the voltage amplitude that is just

able to switch the resistance state. When considering reliability and
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variability issues, such larger voltage is applied to eliminate write

failure and thus improve the array endurance.

C. Write Operation

A write voltage is applied on the selected wordline and bitline

during a write operation. In order to guarantee a successful write,

the applied write voltage must be larger than the switching threshold

voltage. The voltage amplitude is a little complicated in cross-point

structure due to the voltage drop problem. The voltage gradually

decreases along the wordline and bitline due to the existence of

wire resistance and sneak current generated by half-selected cells.

Therefore the voltage across R1,n is much less than VWL1, which

may result in write failure. On the one hand, the input voltage must be

large enough to guarantee that even the worst-case selected cell can

be switched. The worst case is determined by not only the location

of the cell but also the data pattern stored in the array. In Fig. 1, the

worst-case selected cell refers to R1,n. It is the farthest cell from the

voltage driver and thus sees the smallest voltage bias when applying

write voltage at VWL1. The worst case happens when all the other

cells are in LRS, since this data pattern generates the most sneak

current. On the other hand, the input voltage must be small enough

to guarantee that all the unselected cells and half-selected cells will

not be switched during the write operation. In Fig. 1, R1,1 is the

nearest cell to voltage driver, thus it suffers from the largest voltage

drop. The input voltage should be small enough so that R1,1 will not

be switched. Read operation is similar with write operation.

IV. RELIABILITY CONCERNS

In this section, the impact of different reliability issues are dis-

cussed separately. Then the overall impact is evaluated combining

all the reliability issues, and a detailed simulation considering the

voltage, area, and energy overhead is provided.

A. Worst Case Voltage Drop

The worst-case write happens when writing the farthest cell and

when other cells are all in LRS. Fig. 2(a) shows the worst-case voltage

drop for different array sizes with fixed programming voltage (2V)

and the resistance of the selected cell after programming. When the

array is larger than 64×64, the voltage drop on the selected cell is less

than 1.85V and thus the resistance state of the selected cell cannot

be switched, which results in a write failure. The write voltage is not

large enough to completely change the resistance state from HRS to

LRS when the array size is larger than 8×8 due to the voltage drop,

and the resistance almost remains the same when the array size is

128×128. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the minimum required programming

voltages to guarantee successful and reliable write for different array

sizes. We shall define a write as “successful” if the resistance state

has been successfully switched after write, and “reliable” if the

resistance has been shift to designed values (20k or 500k) after write.

We simply define the upper limit of LRS and lower limit of HRS

are both 200k. Although reliable write requires larger voltage, it is

preferred in cross-point design as it reduces write failures caused by

reliability and variability factors. In the following sections we use this

higher programming voltage for each array size so that the effect of

unreliable write can be eliminated.

B. Read/Write Disturbance

Write disturbance problem affects half-selected cells. During a

write operation, a write voltage is applied on the selected cell and

therefore the resistance state of the selected cell is changed. Due to

the lack of isolation in the cross-point structure, half-selected cells
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Fig. 2. (a) Worst case voltage drop and resistance of selected cell after a
SET operation under the write voltage of 2V. (b) Minimum required voltages
that guarantee successful and reliable write.
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Fig. 3. Resistance of the worst-case half-selected cell after a SET operation
(a) under different programming voltage in a 64× 64 array. (b) for different
array sizes.

and unselected cells cannot be turned off completely and thus they

also have voltage bias. Take the Fig. 1 as an example again, when

writing R1,n, the voltage drop on R1,1 is almost Vwrite/2 when

using the half bias scheme, which changes the CF length significantly

according to equation (2). The resistances of half-selected cells are

shifted higher (lower) when writing HRS (LRS) to the selected cell.

During the SET process, Fig. 3(a) shows the resistance shift of HRS

R1,1 after switching R1,n from HRS to LRS in a 64×64 array. When

the programming voltage is larger than 3.2V, R1,1 starts to decrease

and it is also switched to LRS if the voltage is larger than 3.8V. On

the other hand, if R1,1 is in LRS, the resistance will become even

lower and thus will cause over-write problem [12], which will be

illustrated in Section IV.C. Since the voltage drops on unselected cells

are relatively small, their resistances will not have obvious changes.

Write disturbance problem seriously restricts the array size (Fig.

3(b)). The resistance of half-selected cells after a worst-case write will

not be affected in arrays smaller than 128×128, while the problem

becomes increasingly serious in large size array (256×256), rendering

the voltage bias on half-selected cell even larger than 2V and thus

resulting in the state switch of half-selected cells.

Read disturbance problem affects only the selected cell. During a

read operation, a read voltage is applied on the selected cell. The read

voltage is usually much smaller than write voltage, therefor it only

slightly changes the resistance of the selected cell and the voltage

drops on other cells are negligible.

C. Pseudo-hard Error

The variability issue in ReRAM cross-point structure is extremely

severe as it suffers from both spatial and temporal variations. While

the spatial variation typically comes from process variation and

line edge roughness, which could be mitigated to some extent, the

temporal variation results from the stochastic nature of the conductive

filament formation and rupture, which results in large variations in a

single device from cycle to cycle [7]. Device level analysis for bipolar
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Fig. 4. Probability Density Function (PDF) of (a) LRS Resistance and (b)
HRS Resistance.

ReRAM devices has been proposed in [13], while seldom work talks

about its impact on memory design. The importance of considering

the impact of temporal variation lies in the fact that this phenomenon

introduces a new type of write error which is unique in ReRAM array

and it is observed in all ReRAMs reported so far.

The black curves in Fig. 4 illustrate the resistance distribution

of both resistance states. Initially the ReRAM device was in LRS

(HRS) state. It was biased under the same switching voltage (∓2V)

for hundreds of times. Each time after it was switched to HRS (LRS),

its resistance was measured and then it was SET (RESET) to LRS

(HRS) again. This process was done in real devices [14] and the result

demonstrates that both HRS and LRS resistance obey Log-normal

distribution respectively.

The impact of temporal variation lies in two aspects. If the LRS

(HRS) resistance is not low (high) enough, the sensing margin shrinks,

resulting in longer read latency and worse endurance. On the other

hand, if the LRS (HRS) resistance is too low (high) (so-called over-

write [12]), write failure may happen in the next write cycle since

the same programming condition cannot switch it anymore. However

it should not be considered as a hard error since it is recoverable.

Either increasing the voltage amplitude or the write pulse width can

eliminate this error. Therefore, we define this error as pseudo-hard

error, which is unique in the ReRAM technology.

Pseudo-hard error can also be caused by temporal variation of half-

selected cells (rather than selected cells). It is quite possible that

most of half-selected cells shift to lower resistance in the same cycle,

resulting in larger sneak current in the array. Thus the voltage drop on

the selected cell becomes even smaller, which may not be enough to

switch the resistance state and thus causes write failure. This failure

is also recoverable in the following cycles if the resistances of half-

selected cells become higher again. Different from traditional voltage

drop problem, it cannot be eliminated by worst-case design since this

stochastic variation is not predictable.

To evaluate the impact of over-write problem, Fig. 5(a) shows the

resistance of the worst-case selected cell after applying a SET voltage

on it in a 64×64 cross-point array. We simulate a relatively bad case

in which the resistance of the selected cell always shifts to a higher

resistance. When applying a 2V SET voltage (successful write), the

resistance cannot be successfully changed after 32 cycles and thus a

pseudo-hard error occurs. On the other hand, pseudo-hard errors will

not occur until 128 cycles when applying 2.2V SET voltage (reliable

write). Fig. 5(b) evaluates the impact of temporal variation on the

worst case voltage drop in a 64*64 cross-point array.

D. Hard Error

Three types of hard errors in ReRAM cells have been observed

in ReRAM devices [15]. Fig. 6 illustrates the R-t fitting curve for

different types of hard errors, which correspond with fabricated

devices in [14]. All the error types result in the reduction of resistance

difference of HRS and LRS and therefore the reduction of read noise
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Fig. 5. (a) Resistance of the worst-case selected cell after a SET operation.
(b) Worst case voltage drop under different write schemes and resistances of
half-selected cells.
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Fig. 6. Resistance degradation of three types of hard error.

margin (ΔV/V). Moreover, since the LRS resistance in type II also

decreases over cycles, the worst case voltage drop becomes even

worse and thus may introduces more pseudo-hard errors.

Fig. 7(a) shows the read noise margin degradation. ΔV refers to

the voltage difference of worst-case reading HRS and worst-case

reading LRS. All types of hard error result in serious degradation

of read noise margin after 105 cycles. Fig. 7(b) shows the worst-

case voltage drop caused by type II error in half-selected cells in a

128×128 array. Fig. 7(c) evaluates the worst-case voltage drop for

different array sizes assuming half of half-selected cells suffer from

type II hard error. In order to exclude any other reliability factors,

we choose the programming voltage that guarantees reliable write.

Fig. 7(d) demonstrates that larger programming voltage is required to

guarantee successful or reliable write.
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Fig. 7. (a) Read noise margin in different types of hard error. (b) Worst case
voltage drop caused by Type II hard error. (c) The worst case voltage drop for
different array sizes. (d) Minimum required programming voltage for different
array sizes.
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Fig. 8. (a) Worst case voltage drop and minimum required programming
voltage. (b) Area overhead in a 64×64 array. (c) Energy overhead in a 64×64
array. (d) energy overhead for different array sizes after 105 cycles.

E. Overall Impact

This section proposed a detailed analysis on the overall effect

of reliability and variability issues. The combined effect is more

complicated than simply adding their effect together. Some reliability

and variability issues may mitigate the impact of other issues on cross-

point array, while some work together to further harm the cross-point

array. For example, when half-selected cells suffer from type I error,

the worst-case voltage drop is mitigated since LRS resistances go up.

On the other hand, temporal variation and type II hard error further

worsens the worst-case voltage drop.

Fig. 8(a) illustrates the worst-case voltage drop of two different

array sizes. In order to guarantee the array endurance to be longer

than 105 cycles, 2.5V is the minimum programming voltage for

64×64 array while 3.8V is needed for 128×128 array. The area and

energy overhead of a 64×64 array are illustrated in Fig. 8(b)-(c). In

the first few cycles the temporal variation is not obvious and hard

error seldom appears in the array. 2.2V can guarantee a successful

write, and thus the area of voltage driver is only half of the array

area. However the minimum required programming voltage increases

gradually over cycles, resulting the increasing driver area and also

energy consumption.

Fig. 8(d) illustrates the energy overhead for different array sizes

after 105 cycles. The energy-per-bit is used rather than total energy

to fairly compare the energy consumption. For each array size, the

right column refers to the energy consumption without considering

all the reliability concerns, and the left column refers to the energy

consumption after 105 cycles. Larger size array suffers from more

severe reliability and variability problems, and thus has more energy

overhead.

V. MITIGATION SOLUTIONS

In this section, we propose a multi-P&V method to detect pseudo-

hard error. Dual-port write scheme and test-and-flip strategy are

proposed to mitigate the reliability concerns.

A. Pseudo-hard Error Detection

Program-and-verify (P&V) method is commonly used in program-

ming Non-volatile Memory cells [16]. A read voltage is applied on
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Fig. 9. Pseudo-hard error detection method.
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Fig. 10. (a) The worst-cased voltage drop and (b) Energy consumption of
single-port and dual-port write.

the selected cell right after the programming process to verify if the

write is successful. Similar method is used in distinguishing different

error types. As shown in Fig. 9, two extra P&V processes are used for

each unsuccessful write: the first P&V rules out the possibility of soft

error which is caused by data retention failure and is recoverable in

the next cycle; the second P&V applies larger programming voltage

(or longer programming duration) on the cell, in which a pseudo-

hard error is able to be recovered. If the cell is still not programmed

successfully, it suffers from hard error. The soft error must be ruled

out and corrected first. Otherwise, larger voltage in the third P&V

process will cause a new pseudo-hard error.

Although this approach pays the penalty of longer write latency,

it is still worthwhile since (1) ReRAM cells in the array may suffer

from different types of hard errors which behave quite different, and

thus a general detection method is not practical; (2) In contrast to

STT-RAM and PCRAM, ReRAM shows continuous improvement on

the write latency (0.3ns [12]) which is no longer a bottleneck in the

ReRAM memory design.

B. Dual-port Write

Voltage drop problem seriously restricts array size. When the

number of wordline/bitline becomes larger, the sneak current and

voltage drop on wire resistance is larger as well. One possible

solution is to add another set of voltage drivers in the other side of

wordline/bitline. As shown in Fig. 1, when selecting the 1st wordline,

both VWL1 and VWL1 are set to write voltage now (rather than leaving

the VWL1 floating). The worst-case selected cell is now R1,(n/2) or

R1,(n/2+1), which have a distance of n/2 with the driver rather than

n. Thus writing a 64×64 array is just like writing two 32×32 arrays

(Fig. 10(a)). For the double-port array, a programming voltage of 2.2V

is large enough to guarantee the endurance of 106 cycles (2.9V for

single-port array) and the array consumes only 73.3% energy of that

for single-port array (Fig. 10(b)).

On the other hand, one major disadvantage of double-port method

is that the area and energy of voltage driver doubles. Although the

energy consumed by voltage driver is relatively small in small arrays,

it could dominate for multi-bit write in large arrays.

C. Test-and-flip

Multiple cells in a single row can be selected during a read/write

operation. The number of selected cells in a row is determined by

the hardware. Fig. 11 illustrates a 64×64 array in which 8 bits in
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Fig. 11. Test-and-flip strategy. The data is read before programming the
selected cells. If the data contains more than half LRS, all the bits in the new
data are flipped and written into the cells. 8 redundant bits are used for each
wordline to store whether the data is flipped.
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Fig. 12. Worst case voltage drop comparison.

a single row are selected in one read/write operation. 64 cells are

divided into 8 groups, and 1 bit in each group is selected during

a read/write operation. Since multiple cells are programmed at one

time, the worst-case voltage drop is more severe than writing a single

bit. Fig. 12 shows the worst-case voltage drop of writing 1 bit and 8

bits in a row.

The worst case happens when all the half-selected cells are in LRS.

Usually the selected cells are read before writing new data into them

to mitigate endurance problem. Our Test-and-flip strategy also applies

a read on the data that are being written into the cells. If the new

data contains more than half LRS (‘1’), all the bits in the new data

are flipped and then written into the cells. This Test-and-flip process

guarantees that the number of LRS cells is always less than half of the

number of wordline/bitlines. Fig. 13 compares the worst case voltage

drop with and without Test-and-flip process when considering all the

reliability and variability issues.

An extra bit is used for each cache block to record whether this

block contains flipped data or not. In Fig. 11, each wordline has 64

bits and 8 bits are selected each time, thus 8 bits are needed for each

wordline. If the redundant bit is ‘1’, it means the corresponding bits

are flipped. The redundant bits for a 64×64 array is 8×64 = 512 bits.

In other words, Test-and-flip strategy brings 12.5% area overhead. As

the number of selected cells increase, the number of redundant bits

decreases and thus the area overhead also decreases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a comprehensive model is provided to numerically

evaluate the impact of reliability and variability issues on ReRAM

cross-point array design. The simulation results show that the com-

bined effect of multiple reliability issues is even more severe. Besides,

temporal variation causes a unique type of error in ReRAM array,

which is defined for the first time as pseudo-hard error. To improve

the endurance, larger programming voltage is applied with area and

energy overhead. The high device density and high energy-efficiency

are offset by the severe reliability issues. Based on the simulation

result, several detection and mitigation methods are proposed.
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